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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-2017 

STUDENTS FEEDBACK: 

Students mentioned that they have gained good knowledge from the department faculty. They 
requested to give more importance on company exposure. Students also suggested to 

recommend converting all practical based theory subjects to conduct with real time 

applications. They also requested to provide notes to all the course units at the beginning of the 
semester. 

COMPLIANCE: 

Students were asked to do their in-plant training in the semester leave. Some practical based 

theory papers were shown video lectures in NPTEL available course. All unit notes included with 
2 marks,16 marks, and written notes were given to the students. 

>ALUMNI FEEDBACK:

Alumni students thanked the placement cell for providing good training on software side. They 
recommended the management to conduct Alumni interaction program, so that they can 
interact with their juniors and help them understand the importance of getting placed in a 

company. They also requested to provide hadware training through industrial experts. 

COMPLIANCE:

Alumni interaction program was conducted, so that the present final year students will know 

about the importance of placement. Iindustrial experts were invited to the college for hardware 

training and requested to bring some hardware examples, so that the students will have hands 

on trainin8. 

TEACHER'S FEEDBACK: 

Faculties asked to provide more hours for solving more examples in analytical paper. They also 

told to arrange guest lectures from industry for management papers. They also requested to 

allow students to visit companies located in other states. They also recommended to provide 
simulator training to students, which is not in Anna University syllabus, for content beyond 
syllabus. 
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>COMPLIANCE: 

Faculties were provided with extra classes based on the credit and syllabus. Industrial experts 

from selected company lectured the students and gave them advice about the body language, 
dress code, and importance of communication skill while attending the interview. Packet tracer, 

Altium, and Multisim software training were given to students and faculty also, so that the 
faculties can handle future sessions. 

EMPLOYER'S FEEDBACK: 

Employer's gave a feedback that students going for interview should know about state-of-the-

art in their respective domain for their sustainability. Students should attend more academic 

based competitions and should mandatorily attend Internship at least a year. 

COMPLIANCE: 

Trending topics related to the respective department was chosen, and training based on that 

specific topic was given to students. Students were allowed to participate in various 

competitions like paper presentation, project presentation, and in-plant training. 
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